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PREFACE
The subject of this paper was suggested to
the writer by Dr. H. P. Bybee, who has given invalua-
ble aid in the field, and who has continually inter-
ested himself in the completion of the work. His
willingness to assist and his general interest in the
writer's efforts are deeply appreciated. I wish to
express my gratitude to Mr. iliimett Cluck, of Cedar
Park, for historical information and ready coopera-
tion. Mr. Gustav Johnson, of Austin, also furnished
information regarding the olc quarries that could not
be obtained elsewhere. Assistance in testing the
Cedar Park stone was kindly furnished ty the Engineer-
ing Division of the Bureau of Economic Geology and
Technology. Professor F. L. Whitney and Mr. R. L. Can
non very kindly aided in the identification of fossils
L. T. Barrow .
Austin, Texas.
June 1922.
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1CHAPTER I.
CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUISITES OF LIMESTONE
AS A BUILDING STONE,
There are various kinds of rock that may be used
as building stone, but those of actual value commercially
may be grouped under four heads:
1. Granite and other igneous rocks
2. Slates.
3« Sandstones and related rocks.
4. Limestones and related rocks.
Of these four groups, the slates are not found in the State
of Texas, and only the last named is found within the area
treated in this report.
Limestone is essentially calcium carbonate
(CaCOi) that has been deposited in water and later hard-
ened. It may be formed in either of two ways, namely,
(l) by chemical precipitation (sometimes aided by bac-
terial action), in which case it is known as "chemical
limestone", or (2) by the collection and induration of
the remains of shells or hare parts of animal life and
certain calcareous tissues of plants, in which case it
is known as "organic (or sometimes fossiliferous) lime-
stone". Soft limestone that consists of innumerable
minute organisms is termed chalk. Limestone and chalk
2are usually deposited on the floor of the ocean, "but
fresh-water limestones are not entirely unknown.
Limestone practically never occurs in the pure
form of calcium carbonate, additional elements or substan-
ces being found either in actual chemical combination with
the lime carbonate or mixed with it. Of these substances,
the most common are the oxides of magnesium, iron, alumi-
num, manganese, potassium, and sodium. If the magnesium
constitutes over forty-five percent (45/2) of the total
compound, the rock is known as a "dolomite". If the per-
centage is lower than that figure, but still of apprecia-
ble size, the stone is termed a "magnesian limestone".
The iron may replace a portion of the carbonate of lime,
or it may occur as an oxide or sulphide. When iron is
abundant in either state, the stone is called a "ferrugi-
nous limestone". Likewise, limestones containing silica
in fair amounts are said to be "siliceous", "cherty" or
"flinty". Frequently clay and sand are mixed with the
calcareous material and the rock is then said to be an
"argillaceous or "arenaceous" limestone, respectively.
In a few instances the carbonate of lime exists in small
spherules or concretions instead of being in a compact
mass, in which case the limestone is termed an "oolite"
(fish-roe).
3The chief factors to be considered in selecting
limestone to be quarried for commercial use as a building
stone are as follows:
1. Strength.
2. Durability
3- Color.
4. Cost of Quarrying and Cutting
Location.
These factors are not placed necessarily in the order of
their importance, as such an arrangement would vary in
different instances.
Strength Naturally, the strength required of
a stone varies according to the use to be made of it.
Stone that may be successfully utilized in the erection
of a small dwelling might be of no value in the construc-
tion of a modern skyscraper. The minimum strength require
of a stone in a specific building or monument may be cal-
culated by trained architects and engineers, but a wide
margin of safety should always be added to take care of
varying conditions and for deterioration of the stone.
The strength of a limestone depends principally upon (l)
the extent of induration or hardening, (2) the state of
aggregation, (3) purity, (4) freedom from rifts, dries,
and pores, and (5) the chemical composition. The strain
on a building stone is chiefly of two kinds: first, the
4compressive strain, and second, the bending strain. Any
single stone in a wall is subjected to a pressure equal
to the weight of the overlying masonry, and the maximum
pressure of this nature that a stone will withstand is
known as its "crushing strength", which is generally
stated in pounds per square inch. E. R. has
calculated that the stone in the base of the Washington
Monument sustains a pressure of three hundred fourteen
ana six-tenths pounds (314.6 lbs.) to the square inch,
and that in the tallest buildings the pressure sustained
at the base is only one hundred fifty-seven and three-
tenths pounds (157.3 lbs.) per square inch. It is
claimed, or possibly even agreed, that a stone having a
crushing strength of six hundred pounds (600 lbs.) is
strong enough for all ordinary builaing purposes. The
famous Bedford oolitic limestone of Indiana has a crush-
ing strength of from four to ten thousand pounds (4,000
to 10,000 lbs.) to the square inch, the Carthage, Mis-
souri, stone averages twelve thousand pounds (12,000 lbs.),
while the renowned Caen stone of France fractures under a
pressure of thirty-five hundred and fifty pounds (3,550
lbs .).
The "transverse strength" of a stone, or its
resistance to forces tending to bend it, is not necessa-
rily closely related to the crushing strength . The necess-
I Building and Ornamental stones of Wisconsin.
5ity of taking this factor into consideration is readily
realized when the numerous cracked sills and lintels are
noted. Failures of stone from weakness in this connec-
tion also result from improperly set stone, poor founda-
tions, etc.
Occasionally the "elasticity" of a stone is
computed by taking into consideration the decrease in
length of a bar of the stone when subjected to pressure.
This quality is of relative minor importance, however.
Color In considering the erection of a
building, one of the first matters to receive attention
is the color of stone to be used. All architects know
that separate colors are suited to different conditions
and surroundings, but there is "style" in building stone
as well as wearing apparel. Formerly the darker stones
were used almost entirely, while at the present time the
light-colored stones are in much greater demand. The
most important requisite in regarc to color is that the
stone be uniform, or, if speckec. or mottled, that it be
uniform in its ciiscolored character. The use of lime-
stones (or any other building material) of different
colors in a single structure renders it unsightly
Limestones of very nearly the same color may
have very different effects upon the onlooker. For in-
stance, some are bright and cheerful, while others of
6similar color are very nearly blinding. Some limestones
are "lively", while others of almost the same tone are
eaid to have a "dead" appearance. The manner in which
the stone is dressed also affects its appearance mater-
ially. It is difficult to determine the final effect the
tuilaing will render, as a single sample, or even the
quarry face, is apt to be deceptive.
Pure limestone is white in color, but it very
seldom occurs in this condition. Limestone may be gray,
blue or black due to carbonaceous material, yellow or red
aue to magnesium or iron, or green due to glauconite, the
gray and yellow limestones being the most common. Other
impurities may color it still differently, in fact, prac-
tically all shades may be found.
Durability The durability of a limestone
is difficult to estimate, experience resulting from its
actual use being of infinitely more value than any tests
that can be made. Hot only does its lasting quality de-
pend upon the properties of the stone itself, cut also
upon the conditions existing where it is to be used, the
manner in w.ich it is quarried, and the method in which
it is worked ana set. Limestone in buildings in liew York
City have been observed to last from twenty to forty
years before repairs are necessary. The durability of a
limestone falls into two divisions: (l) durability of
7color, and (2) general Durability - or its resistance to
decay.
As a rule limestone has a clearer and brighter
appearance when freshly quarried than when it has been ex-
poseo to weathering, but often the change which results is
an i.n-orovement, as the stone nay be softened or mellowed
in color. An alteration of this nature is more apt to
take place in a dark colored stone than in a light one.
The color of s. stone may suffer deterioration tnrcugh the
presence of impurities contained in the rock itself or
from outside causes. A great many limestones contain iron
in the form of pyrite and marcasite, and these become oxi-
dized when exposed to the atmosphere, resulting in yellow
stains which mar the appearance of the building in which
they are placed. Discoloration more frequently results
from impurities in the mortar, undue amounts of smoke,
dust, and dirt.
The general durability of a limestone depends
principally upon the use to be made of it. Stone placed
in steps and stairways requires durability of one kind,
stone in the walls of a building requires durability of
another, while stone unfit for either of these purposes
may be successfully used for interior decoration. The
conditions to which limestone is subjected in a building
are vastly different from those to which it has been sub-
8jected in the ground. However, despite the fact that the
tests of weathering are severe, a few limestones improve
after exposure, becoming somewhat harder. The efiects of
weathering may be of both physical and chemical nature.
Under the physical agencies may be mentioned the effects
of heat and cold, friction from wind-blown material, and
the effects of growing organisms. Under the chemical
agencies are the solution of materials by moisture and
acids in the atmosphere, the oxidation of certain substan-
ces, the reduction of others, and finally the induration
of the stone. The last alteration is thought to be caused
by the drawing of the "quarry water" to the face of the
stone on exposure, the evaporation of the moisture, and
the deposition of mineral .natter carried in solution by
the water
The alternation of hot and colc temperatures
results in the deterioration of any stone, since it ex-
pands and contracts with the change in temperature, crumb-
ling of the rock resulting. The deterioration is greatest
when the rock contains water. The danger of the destruc-
tion of a building stone through the action of frost and
freezing scarcely exists in Texas, with the possible ex-
ception of the Panhandle section.
The corrosive effect of the atmosphere on the
stone in a building is due to the presence of carbonic,
9hydrochloric, sulr>huric, and sulphurous acids chiefly.
These acids may merely discolor the stone, or they may
dissolve portions of it, causing the stone to exfoliate
badly. The activity of these acids is greatest in the
large cities and manufacturing centers.
Limestone that is to be utilized as a building
stone is also tested for the weight of the stone, specif-
ic gravity, and its porosity. Tne porosity of a stone is
important as a factor in determining the durability unci
general strength that may be expected. It may be ascer-
taineo by computing the volume of water absorbed by the
stone in comparison with the size of the sample being
tested. A microscopic examination may be resorted to for
this determination.
The Cost of Quarrying and Cutting The produc-
tion ccst of a stone depends upon several factors, some of
which are geological in nature, the others industrial. One
of the largest items in the cost is stripping, and it may
be sufficiently large to prevent the extensive development
of a good building stone. Loose material is removed either
by teems and scrapers or by water under high pressure, but
solid reck involves blasting or straight quarrying methods.
Limestone is often cut into more or lees regular blocks by
bedding planes and joints. These may aid quarrying if ar-
ranged in such a manner as to divide the stone into large
blocks. Occasionally the bedding planes ear so close tcgeth
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er or the jointir.g is so well developed that the stcne is
worthless for building purposes, especially for column
material. Massive limestone is somewhat more expensive
to quarry than limestone that contains tedding planes and
joints, "but is much more valuable. The position of the
teds, whether horizontal or on edge, enters into the cost
slightly, inasmuch as the horizontal beds are easier worked.
±)y the use of a core drill the operator can ascertain the
depth and extent of the stone that should be -worked. The
facility cf the stone for splitting and the general ease
with which it may be cut and d.'erred affects the final
price of the stone. The availability, quality and cheap-
ness of labor is an important factor, as is the existing
market conditions in regard to tools and machinery. Final-
ly, the size and nature of the plant that the stcne will
justify erecting must be taken into consideration.
Location The location of the quarry with refer-
ence to drainage, transportation fecilities and markets of-
ten determines whether the stone can be successfully quar-
ried or not. Natural drainage is desirable, as water must be
kept from the excavations to avoid, injury to the stone or ces
saticn of oneretions, and pumping is expensive. The cost cf
transportation of stone is relatively high, and it is a ser-
ious drawback to the operation of many quarries. A ready and
cor.t nuous market must exist to enable an operator to quarry
stone throughout the year.
CHAPTER II.
THE PRODUCTION OF BUILDING STONE IN TEXAS.
In spite of the enormous size and large popula-
tion of the State of Texas, it has never ranked very high
in the production of limestone, either for building stone
or for all purposes combined. This condition is not due
to the lack of resources, for limestone is distributed
over a large part of the State, but to the unreliability
or incompleteness of the available statistics. There
are practically no large modern quarries in Texas, and
it is impossible to secure accurate statistics from the
numerous small quarries scattered throughout the State.
In addition the demand for limestone is not as large as
in the older and more developed northern Stateß, and
other building resources are equally a3 plentiful and
comparatively cheap.
Statistics in the Mineral Resources of the Unit-
ed States, published by the United States Geological Sur-
vey, covering the limestone production of the various
States reveal the fact that Texas ranked fifteenth in 1914
in the total value of limestone sold. This is the high-
est ranking attained by her, although the value of the
limestone production for the year 1915 was somewhat greater
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Since the Lone Star State has dropped to eighteenth
place (in 1918), being outranked "by Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Michigan, New York, Illinois, Indiana, West Virginia,
Alabama, Misrouri, Virginia, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Tennes-
see, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Kansas.
Separate figures fcr building stone alone are
not given in the statistics of 1918 for the State of Tex-
as. However, the figures fcr 1915. the "high water mark"
fcr Texas, show that the total value of limestone used
fcr buildings in the United States was $4,0*6, 201, of
which amount Texas is credited with only $50,360. In
crder of their importance, the States surpassing Texas
were: Indiana, Missouri, Minnesota, Kentucky, Florida,
flew York, and Ohio. It is cf interest to note that the
Bedford-Floomington of Indiana supplied
$2,933. 427, or nearly three-fourths, of the total for
the entire United States.
Table No • 1 contain? the statistics fcr the
State of Texas from 1905 to l/18, inclusive. Later
figur-es are ret published as yet .
Considering the plentiful supply of limestone
end the great amount of construction in the State, it
seems that there should be a considerable opportunity for
the development of the building stone industry in this
section of the country.
Table I.
LIMESTONE PRODUCTION IS TEXAS.
Rough
Building
Dressed
Building
Paving
and
Flagging
Crushed Stone
Rip«rapCurbing Rubble Flux Railroad
Ballast
Other Total YearRoad
Metal Concrete:
: : : : : : : : : : 5 :
: : t ; : : - : : : il : : : : :
'
' fla : !: : : : : ll : t : : :: :
:
;
•
•
# 6,67$ : $ 86,663 : 165,425 : #15,014 '$250,225 : f■ .￿ 464 , 061: 1918 :
: 121,660 : : : : 5,2o8 : 70,5*8 : 32,186 : 49,552 : 298,088 : $ 2,8?4 : 485,389: 1917 :
: 21,529 : $ 8,304 : : ... : $2,776 : 33.002 :: 44,947 : 34,505 : 26,669 : 285,440 : 2,210 : 459,918: 1916 :
: 18,191 : 32,169 : : $,.135 : 576 : 28,431 25,280 : 151,495 : 24,100 : 209,602 : 2,276 : *92,255': 1915 :
: 28,853 : 17,*3* * I 6 : 243 : 935 : 81,424 : 30,780 : 104,898 : 42,360 : 241,559 : 1,075 : 549,567: 1914 :
: 36 ,508 : 11,979 : 7,800 : 547 : 698 : 8,824 : 29,928 : 138,747 : 132,699 : 2l8,282 4,277 : 590,289: *1913 :
: 13,1** : 7 : 6,000 : 1,111 : 2,624 : 20,650 : 33,09* : 52,753 : *9,956 : 3*9.602 1,310:: 530,251:' 1912 •!
: 31,162 : 22 : 15,600 : 1,833 : *.205 : 5l,*21 : *67 : 91,171 : 175,386 : 114,075 : 4,9*7 : 490,289: 19H :
: 46,573 ! 1,660 : 1,302 : 327 : 2,362 : 96,647 : 39,006 : 92,51* : 24,244 : 140,454 : 2,150 : 447,239! 1910 :
; 28,601 : 17,5*0 : 36 5 : 60 : 86 , 241 : 14,581 : 40,8.19 : 125,661 : 3 ,*00 : 24,260 : : 341,528: 1909 :
: 23,662 : 2,280 : ... : 480 : 4,375 : 44,088 : 31,266 : 81,978 : 115,322 : 9,495 : 1,625 : 314,571: 1908 :
31,2-95 : 1,9*8 8,388 : 1,075 •: 32,150 : 21,65c : 59.39* : *8,318 s 57,993 : 3.7*8 : 1,798 : 267,757: 1907 :
: 38,705 : 10,949 : 32,929 : 407 : 6 ,604 : 12,842 : 75.76* : 3.2-50 : 23,000 : 30,685 : 3.990 : 239,125: 1906 :
: 36,840 : 7,438 : 7*7 : 1,825 : 9,533 i 20,649 : 57,599 : 7,000 : 14,500 : 14,143 : 1,573 : 171,847: 1905 :
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Although there &re email limestone quarries ir.
vsrious parte of the State, particularly in the Edwardb
Plateau section, only two localities, Lueders, ir. Jones
County, and the Cedar Park-Austin area, have shipped
their products to any great extent. This report is con-
cerned with the latter only.
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CHAPTER III.
LIMESTOITE QUARRIES OF CEDAR PARK AIXP VICINITY.
Location. Cedar Park is located in William-
son County in South Central Texas, about sixteen ond one
half miles in en air line northwest of Austin, the State
Capital, nineteen miles by the public road, and twenty-
five miles by the Llano Branch of the Houston and Texas
Central Railroad (Southern Pacific Lines). The area cov-
ered in this report extends from Cedar Park east approxi
mately eight miles to the town of Round Rock, ard south
twenty-four mileß to Oak Hill and Pilot Knob (South).
(See Figure 1 and Plate 1).
Fig. 1.- Sketch map showing location
of Cedar Park-Austin area.
Cedar Park—Austin /Area
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The northern part of the area lies in Williamson County,
tut the larger portion is within the borders cf Travis
County. The boundary between the two counties is the di
vide which separates the watersheds of the Brazos and
Colorado Rivers. The Ealcor.es Escarpment extends from
Round Rock in a southwesterly direction ecross the area.
The physiographic province to the west of the Escarpment
is known as the Edwards Plateau, while that to the east
forms part of the Gulf Coastal Plain. Practically all
of the quarries inspected are either adjacent to the Es-
carpment or to the west of it. Geologically, the rocks
outcropping in this area are oil of Comanchem or Cre-
taceous age, and all of thein are of sedimentary origin
except the old submarine volcano Pilot Knob and a few re
lated intrusive igneous rocks.
Geologic Section. The Fedimentary rocks oc-
curring in this area are as follows:
Webberville formation.
Taylor marl.
Montana seriee
Cretaceous
Austin chalk .
Colorado series
Eagle Ford shale.
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Washita series
Comanchean Fredericksburg;
series
Trinity series
Buda limestone.
Del Rio clay.
Georgetown limestone.
Edwards limestone.
Comanche Peak limestone.
Y.'alnut clay.
Glen Rose formation.
Travis Peak formation.
Travis Peak Formation.
Only the upper few feet of this formation out-
crop in the area being considered, being exposed in the
bottom of the Colorado River canyon in the extreme western
part of the area. The distance from railroad transporta-
tion makes its consideration unnecessary, especially in
view of the fact that no building material has been ob-
tained from it as far as is known. However, at its type
locality in western Travis County the formation is two
hundred and Eixty-three feet (263 ft.) thick, consisting
of a basal conglomerate and sands, followed by argillaceous
and calcareous beds, most of which carry fine sand. At
the top is a yellow, sandy limestone stratum containing
numerous Monopleura and Requienia fossils. This is the
lowest horizon at which these shells occur, and it is
therefore taken as the beginning of the Glen Rose forma-
tion .
19
Glen Rose Formation.
This formation is one of the thickest in the
vicinity of Cedar Park, and outcrops over e large portion
of the Edwards Plateau. Briefly, the formation consists
of "beds of chalky, arenaceous, and argillaceous limestones
alternating with marls and arenaceous clays. The individ-
ual strata are generally less than two feet in thickness
though a few ledges are more massive, but are remarkably
uniform in thickness. Many of the limestone layers are
characterized by honeycombing, destroying their possible
usefulness. Jointing is fairly well developed. The Glen
Hose outcrops on the slopes of the canyons of most of the
streams of the area, which fact hinders its development.
A section taken by a field class in Geology and the writer
under the direction of Dr. H. P. Bybee at Horseshoe Bend
on the Colorado Ri-ver, fourteen miles northwest of Austin,
is as follows:
Ft. In.
Walnut clay 13 0
Glen Rose formation:
94. Brown sandy limestone, containing
Tylostoma pedernales, Exogyra tex-
ana and Cardium. Stands out in re-
lief due to the soft clay above ... 1 6
93• Porous argillaceous limestone, gray
in color 15 0
92. Yellowish gray, crystalline limestone. 5 0
91. Hard, white, crystalline limestone . . 3 0
90. Yellow, arenaceous limestone, fos-
siliferous 4 0
89• Light yellow limestone, crystalline. . 2 0
88. Slope, covered 2 0
87. White arenaceous limestone 1 0
20
Ft In
86. Covered slope 3 6
85. Chalky limestone 2 0
84. Covered slope 5 9
83. Gray end yellow limestone with clay
structure 4 0
82. Slope, covered 3 0
81. Compact limestone (except for small
pores \ with clay pockets & 0
80. Same as above, but contains no clay . .16 0
79. White to cream-colored limestone. ... 3 0
78. Gray, yellow, and light brown lime-r , ll , li t n
stone, somewhat porouß 2 0
77- White granular limestone 6 6
76. Hard gray limestone 1 6
75* White limestone, rather solid 4 0
74. Yellow and white limestone, fossilif-
erous 4 0
73* White limestone, containing a few
grains of brown s&nd 3 0J
72. White rotten limestone, containing
Tylostoma pedernales 3 0
71. Hard porous limestone, gray, yellowli
and trown in color 3 0
70. Massive limestone 1 0
69. Thin-bedded to laminated marl 8 0
68. Yellow beds of limestone averagingr i
six inches in thickness, separated
by thin laminated material weather-
ing massive in placeß. Forms steep
slope 10 0
67. Covered slope 8 0
66. Somewhat massive limestone 2 0C.
65. Light brown marl, weathering to gentle
slope 2 6
64. Hard white limestone 2 0
63. Soft chalky limestone 1 6
62. Massive gray limestone 5
61. Covered slope 1 6
60. Thin-bedded limestone 8
59* Yellow limestone 10
58. Coarse-grained limestone 2 0
57- Yellow clay 10
56. Finely compact nodular marl 1 2
55- Brown limestone 1 0
54. Thin-bedded clay or marl 9 0
53- Thin-bedded limestone 2 0
52. Flaggy, argiliaceoue limestone 1 6
51. Granular limestone 2 0
21
Ft. In
50. Clay or covered 5 0
49. Hard honeycombed limestone 1 6
48. Thin, nodular limestone, interbedded
with clay. Weathers into gradual
elope with little rock exposed ... 8 0
47. Hard limestone 3 4
46. Thin, nodular limestone, interbedded
with clay. Gradual slope 11 0
45. Hard solid limestone 8
44. Thin flaggy limestone 2 0
43. Massive limestone . 1 0
42. Alternating beds of hard and soft
limestone 20 0
41. Chalky limestone 4 5
40. Similar to Ho. 41 3 0
39. Hard, coarse, or gritty limestone . . 2 0
38. Alternating hard and soft limestone . 10 0
37* Hard white limestone 1 6
36. Laminated limestone 4 0
35. Arenaceous limestone, upper hard,
lower portion somewhat softer. . . . 13 5
34. Hard, massive, buff-colored lime-
stone, with some shell breccia ... 3 4
33* Soft limestone 10
32. Soft nodular limestone 1 2
31. Similar to No. 32 3 0
30. Marly limestone 3 5
29 • Buff-colored, hard, semi-crystalline,
limestone, with some shell breccia . 5 628. Hard buff-colored limestone and fine
shell breccia 8
27* Massi-ve yellow limestone with fine
gritty texture 6 6
26. Covered slope 13 6
25* Hard massive limestone alternating
with softer layers, partly covered . 21 0
24. Yellow clay with a few more indu-
rated layers . 9 6
23* Hard, chalky, nodular limestone,
containing Orbitulina texana .... 2 0
22. Soft nodular limestone T"T .... 1 8
21. Hard nodular limestone. 1 4
20. Soft, nodular, buff limestone .... 10
19. Shell breccia 3
10. Chalky, nodular, white and yellow
limestone, fossiliferous 2 11
17* Very hard, gray, massive limestone,
containing Cardiuifc. Requienia. etc.. 4 0
16. Upper part a hard limestone, lower
generally covered 11 7
22
Ft. In.
15. Hard massive limestone, weathering
gray 2 0
14. Fifteen inch limestone stratum between
yellow marls 3 6
13. Hard, brown, calcareous sandstone . . 1 6
12. Yellow marl 3 2
11. Covered slope ..... 10 0
10. Thin-bedded yellow limestone 10 0
9. Hard, flaggy, arenaceous limestone. . 6 5
o. Covered, except for four feet of
nodular limestone at top 14 1
7. Hard, white limestone, lower part
covered 6 8
6. Hard, massive, yellow limestone ... 10
5. Yellow limestone, somewhat marly. . . 2 4
4. Covered slope 4 1
3. Hard, white, massive limestone, con-
taining Ostreas, Trigonias, Limas,
and Renuienias 3 8
2. FoBsiliferous buff limestone, slight-
ly arenaceous, and upper nart
rather shaly 10 6
1. Hard, massive, gray limestone
Monopleura bed . 4 0
Total 425 6
Dr. Robert T. Hill measured the formation as four hundred
and fifty-five feet (455 ft.) in western Travis County.
Dry Creek District. The only quarries in the
Glen Rose formation from which stone is being extracted
at the present time are located in the Dry Creek valley
about four miles northwest of the University of Texas
campus, Austin. (See Plate II). The quarry on the north-
ern slope of Mount Barker, and on the south side of the
Scenic Drive to Bull Creek, was formerly known as the
Plate H
She tch Map
SHOWING LOCATION OF QUARRIES
IN THE VICINITY OR
Austin, Texas
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7'alker quarry. There are two openings, the east one hav-
ing a length of three hundred feet and the west one six
hundred feet. The ledge that is being utilized is a white
limestone about eighteen inches thick, lying one hundred
and ninety feet below the top of the Glen Rose formation.
Fig . 2.- East opening Walker quarry, looking south.
Wher. freshly exposed the stone is rather gray in color,
due to moisture, bat turns white after it has dried out.
It is rather finely crystalline, having the appearance of
an oolite. The ledge has been quarried back into the
hill to a depth of from twenty to thirty feet, necessi-
tating stripping up to fifteen feet. The overlying ma-
terial consists of marl, honeycombed and chalky limestone
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Pig. 3.- Walker quarry, looking east
and. arenaceous limestone which is of no value, except pos
sibly for rip-rap . The excessive stripping has resulted
in the quarry simply contouring the hill. Both the strip
ping and quarrying is done "by hand, using picks, shovels,
plug and feathers, and dynamite. A movable derrick is
used in handling the larger pieces of stone. The dimen-
sion stone is hauled to the city "by teams and wagons over
a macadamized road, featured by a twenty degree hill out
of the valley. Figures 2 and 3 show the east opening.
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The excavations on.the north side of the Creek
are known as the Patrick Kelly quarries. Stone has been
taken out at several places, the largest opening "being
very nearly or.e thousand feet long, eight feet deep, and
twenty to thirty feet wide. The principal ledge that has
teen worked has a maximum thickness of twenty-eight in-
ches, but it often divides into two or -nore beds, thus
decreasing to fifteen inches. The stone is finely crys-
talline, clear, and unfossiliferous, and lies at the
level as the Walker quarry across the valley. The quarry
has been worked occasionally for the last ten years or
more.
The limestone from this district has a good rep
utation in the city of Austin for small jobs, as it is
fairly cheap and rather easily worked. It haB not been
used alone in the construction of any builcing of large
size, most of the stone having been used for rough jobs
in small stores and residences, window sills and trimming
curbing and steps, for which purposes it is well adapted.
The University Methodist Church, Austin, was constructed
principally from the Dry Creek stone, but Cedar Park also
furnished a portion of the material. (Figure 4). There
is very little possibility for any large development in
this neighborhood, because of transportation difficulties
the excessive amount of stripping after s certain point
is reached, and the thinness of the beds.
Jig.
4.-
University
Methodist
Church,
Austin.
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The Bull Creek District. The oldest quarry in
this District is on land belonging to Mr. A. C. Champion,
and it is also one of the first opened in the Austin vi-
cinity. The first stone was quarried sometime before con-
struction of the new State Capitol began in iB6O. The
quarry is located on the west bank of Bull Creek about
one-fourth mile above the Colorado River, and at the pres-
ent time is almost cohered with silt deposited from the
backwaters of Lake Austin. It lies approximately four
hundred feet below the top of the Glen Rose formation.
Only one foot of the ledge utilized is now in sight, but
according to Mr. Champion this stratum is from two to
two and one-half feet in thickness. The face of the quar-
ry is slightly under one hundred feet in length and about
twenty feet wide. The limestone is a grayish white foram-
iniferal rock, closely resembling an oolite, and apparent-
ly free of fossils and impurities. Mr. Champion states
that his stone was given the highest ranking by the author-
ities at Washington who reported on various samples being
tested for use in the construction of the Capitol at Aus-
tin. The stone window sills and trim in the Main Building
of the University of Texas and in the Driskill Hotel, Aus-
tin, were cut from this quarry, as well as other smaller
jobs. The distance from transportation facilities and its
position below the high water level will probably prevent
the development or utilization of this prospect.
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Mr. Champion alßo quarried soa« limestone from
the bluff on the opposite side of the Creek further down-
stream, as well as near the top of Cat Mountain and in
Johnson Hollow (the first ravine up the Lake from Bull
Creek). Due to their inaccessibility, however, only a
limited amount of stone was excavated.
Across Lake Austin from the mouth of Bull Creek
there are three old quarries located in the small creek
running through the old Chautauqua grounds. These quar-
ries were operated by Xr . Malcolm Carlson and a Mr. Mo-
dine, but **re known as the Bull Creek quarries. Two of
the openings are located about three hundred yards above
the mouth of the creek, but on opposite sides of the
stream bed. The third opening is located one mile further
up the creek. The main ledge in the lower quarries is
usually as thick aB three feet, and occurs approximately
three hundred and sixty-five feet "below the top of the
Glen Rose formation, or thirty-fiv® feet above the Cham-
pion quarry. The stone is a soft, yellow or cream-colored
arenaceous limestone, containing very few fossils. The
last rock taken from this locality was used in the con-
struction of the porch and columns of the residence of
Sr. Goodall Vooten, corner nineteenth and Rio Grande
Streets, Austin, (Figure 5)« The blocks of stone were
loaded on barges, floated down the Lake, transferred to
Fig. 5-Dr. GoodallWootenresidence, Austin
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wagons, and hauled to the building site, and there worked.
Although the stone appears to be a first-class building
material, its inaccessibility and the great amount of
stripping necessary are prohibitive to any large develop-
ment .
Oak Hill District. The largest and oldest
quarry in the Glen Rose formation is located at the little
village of Oak Hill, seven miles southwest of Austin. The
quarry is situated on the brow of a low hill overlooking
the Williamson Creek valley, being seventy feet above the
floor of the valley and seventy-eight feet above the
Creek, which runs at the* foot of the hill. It is very
nearly two miles long and shaped something like a fish-
hook, with the shank to the east and about one and one-
half miles long. The top of the formation is approxi-
mately two hundred feet above the floor of the quarry.
The hill has been cut back a distance of twenty to fifty
feet, involving the removal of material to a depth of as
much as twenty-five feet. The greater pert, of this strip-
ping was of marl, but a number of heavier beds had to be
removed and dropped over the edge of the hill with the
other waste.
Two ledges ten feet apart were utilized, each
having a thick mas of about eighteen inches, but the lower
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stratum furnished most of the stone used. This rock is
a rather coarse-grained, cream-colored limestone that
whiter or exposure. Except for foraminifers it
is not highly fossiliferous, nor does it contain other
extraneous matter of note .
The quarry opened in 1878, and was first
known is the Oatmanville quarry (the name of the village
since then having: been changed to Oak Hill), but later
was called the Convict Hill quarry. The first shipments
of stone were used principally for flagging, curbing,
rubble, and rip-rap. During the second year of its ope-
ration it furnished the major part of the stone for the
Travis County courthouse. The Capitol Building Commis-
sion selected the Oatmanville stone for the construction
of the new Capitol at Austin, and a railroad switch was
built to connect the quarry with the International and
Great, Northern Railway. The State furnished several hun-
dred convicts to operate the quarry, and an enormous
amount of stone was shipped. The first plans for the
build called for this stone for the exterior as well
as the interior walls end foundations. However, it was
soon discovered that there was not a sufficient quantity
of the stone of uniform color to complete the building
and additional investigations were made regarding lime-
stone material in the vicinity of Austin and Cedar Park.
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The contractor endeavored to secure approval of the sub-
stitution of Bedford stcne from Indiana, stating that he
had used it and that it was not "inferior in quality" to
the Oatmanville etone. The Governor of the State and the
Building Commission, however, were opposed to the use of
anything hut native stone. Finally, largely due to the
efforts of Governor Oran M. Roberts, pink granite from
Granite Mountain, Burnet County, was selected for the out-
side walls and trim. Nevertheless, the Oatmanville stone
was used entirely for the foundations and interior walls
of the Capitol, and apparently it has stood the test of
time. Stone from this quarry was used also in some of
the buildings at Saiit Edwards College, the Hirshfield res-
idence at Tenth and Lavaca Streets, and other buildings
in Austin. The quarry has not been in operation for a
number of yearß.
There are a number of other small quarries in
the vicinity of Oak Hill, but no dimension etone has been
taken from them, according to Mr. Patton, the owner of the
main quarry, nor have they been operated recently.
Oak Hill is five miles from the International
and Great Northern Railway, and seven miles by wagon road
from AuEtin. This fact, together with the inconvenient
location on the hill and the stripping necessary, would
make it difficult for the quarry to compete with the Dry
Creek quarries, as the stone produced is of about the same
grade.
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Minor Quarries. Six miles west of Austin on
the Pee Cave Road are located several old quarries or. the
Marshall Goat Ranch. The main opening is along the south
ride of the road, anc is approximately tr.irty by tv;o hun-
dred feet. The excavation is almost completely filled up
with soil and waste, but the main lecge appears to te
stout two feet thick and of a light gray and yellow color.
Very little stripping was necessary, tut the stone is
poorer in grade then inert of the Glen Rose- limestone, not
"being uniform in color or texture. The poor quality of
the stone and the distance fro:.-, the city make commercial
operation impractical for the present at least.
Summary. Linestor.e of equal quality to that
produced by these quarries ray be found at numerous places
in the hills south of Cedar Park and west of Austin. How-
ever, none of the localities are convenient to transporta-
tion facilities, practically all would require a great
amount of stripping, and only a few of the beds are suffi-
ciently massive. Therefore, the Glen Rose formation offers
very little opportunity for quarrying on a large scale by
a modern plant, though good cheap stone for small residen-
ces prd trimming is plentiful.
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Walnut Clay.
Overlying the Glen Rose formation is from ten
to fifteen feet of yellow calcareous clays, characterized
by numerous Exogyra texana and Gryphaea marcoui shells.
Hear the middle of the formation is a six-inch ledge of
an agglomerate almost solely made up of the latter species.
There is no "building stone material within this formation.
Comanche Peak Limestone.
The Walnut clay grades up into the Comanche Peak
limestone, which is from forty to seventy-five feet thick
in the area under discussion. The lower portion of the
formation is a white chalky limestone that weathers some-
is
what nodular or shaly, and is very rich in fossils. The upper
part is more massive end a true limestone, grading up into
the Edwards limestone. The boundary between the two for-
mations is given by Taff and Hill as the first appearance
of flint or of the Caprina and Rudistes fauna. Frequently,
the Comanche Peak becomes a somewhat siliceous and very
hard crystalline limestone before the change in fauna is
reached.
A section taken by the writer of the Walnut, Co
manche Peak, and lower Edwards formations at Horseshoe
Bend, just below Marshall's Ford, on the Colorado River,
fourteen miles northwest of Austin, is as follows:
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Ft . In.
Edwards limestone:
2. White massive limestone, weathering
gray to black; honeycomb structure
strongly developed; Caprires, Re-
quienias; flints also occur, usually
gray in color 6 0
1. Massive white and. gray "ringing"
limestone; very h;rd., and contains
eight horizons of gray flint, nodu
lar and kidney-shaped. The flint
weathers blue to black, and the
limestone itself weathers slightly
darker than the massive beds be-
neath, which it strongly reserr.bles
howe-ver. Lowest flint nine feet a
bove bottom 17 6
23 6
Comanche Peak limestone:
2. Massive white and light gray lime-
stone, having conchoidal weather-
ing. Contains a few Gryphaea mar-
coui and other undetermined calci-
tized fossils 24 6
Covered 2 0
1. White, nodular, chalky limestone,
containing typical Comanche Peak
foseils. These beds are usually
Cray from the presence of mois-
ture, and often cohered with wash
met erial 28 10
55 4
Walnut clay
1. Yellow calcareous clay, with a thin
ledge of Gryphaea rr.arcoui agglom-
erate in the middle. Shells of
Exogyra texarg. cover the slope. ... 13 0
Glen Rose formation:
1. Nodular limestone (nodules the size
of a man's head ), containing a great
amount of light brown sand, which
readily attracts the sight. Con-
tains Tylostoma t>edemales and other
Glen Rose forms 1 6
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Another section of the Comanche Peak limestone and the low-
er portion of the Edwards limestone as exposed at Stillhouse
Spring, seven miles northwest of Austin, is as follows:
Bdwards limestone: Ft. In.
7- Gray siliceous limestone, almost a
chert ................1 0
6. Same as Ho. 7 except white to cream
colored, conchoidal fracture, some
handing. Very pretty when broken . . 1 0
5. Very hard, white, cream to gray lime-
stone, with some Caprinas ...... 3 0
4. Covered, but probably same as ledge
beneath 5 6
3. Grades from hard, gray, crystalline
limestone to light brown, massive,
argillaceous and arenaceous lime-
stone with calcite and Caprinas ... 8 0
2. Very hard, gray, crystalline lime-
stone. Caprinas and other fossils. . 18 0
1. Hard, gray, crystalline limestone
grading from more chalky Comanche
Peak beneath. Lower 1.5feet covered
and forming floor of grotto. Is
classed as Bdwards limestone, but no
Caprinas or flint were seen in it . 6 2
42 8
Comanche Peak limestone:
2. White to gray, massive, chalky lime-
stone. Is inclined to nodular weath
ering. Contains calcitized fossils
characteristic of the Comanche Peak
limestone
'
12 3
1. White chalky limestone, lower portion
soft, upper somewhat harder. Large
cavities lined with dogtooth spar.
Most fossils occur near bottom: Pseu-
dodiadema texanum. Diplopodia. Gry-
ghaea marcoui. Ixpgyra texana. and
others. Upper pert denser and grayer,
with some calcitized fossils. Top few
inches have Neitheas r Gryphaeas, and is
more flaggy 15 4
Covered 22 0
49 7
Walnut clay 11 0
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In Walnut Hollow or. the Colorado River side of
the divide south of the Allen quarry, near Cedar Park, a
vertical distance of ninety-seven feet was measured from
the top of the Walnut clay to the first ted containing
Caprinas or Requienias. No flint occurs at this locality.
The strata sixty-five feet above the Walnut clay resembles
the Edwards limestone lithologically, and it is possible
that the division between the Comanche Peak and Edwards
limestones should be placed at this point.
So far as known the Mishaw quarry is the only
one in this formation in the Cedar Park-Austin area. It
is situated on the south bank of Lake Creek, six miles
west of Round Rock, and one-half mile up the Creek from
the oil derrick just east of the Round Rock-Rutledge read
crossing on the Houston end Texas Central Railroad. The
quarry is several hundred feet long and from three to
eight feet deep, but apparently very little of the stone
excavated was shipped. The stone is a massive, chalky to
argillaceous limestone of varying texture and color.
When broken it exhibits a white and gray knotty appearance
According to Mr. John Gray, an old quarryman at Round Rock
the stone in the Saint Mary's Catholic Church, in Austin,
ceme from this locality. The quarry is located within a
few feet of the top of the Comanche Peak limestone. The
outcror is extensive, but the quality of the stone is low,
and transportation would be a big problem.
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Edwards Limestone.
The Edwards limestone has, perhaps, the widest
distribution of any formation in Texas, hut it is extreme
ly variable in thickness. At the Red River it is only
four feet thick, while in Uvalde County it is over six
hundred. Hill estimated that the Edwards limestone was
over three hundred feet thick at Austin. A section taken
by Dr. H. P. Bybee and the writer on Brushy Creek from
Round Rock westward is as follows
The section starts in the first high bluff
downstream from the wagon bridge on Georgetown
road on south side of the Creek.
Georgetown limestone:
About thirty feet of the typical white nodular
limestone with clay bands. Pour or five feet
of blue and gray nodular limestone and clay
at bottom, possibly the equivalent of the
Kiamitia clay of JTorth Texas. Strata contain
Gryphaeas, Terebratulas, Schsloenbachias,
Neitheas, and other characteristic Georgetown
fossils.
Ft. In.
Edwards limestone:
42. White limestone (gray where not
weathered), "clay structure". Fos-
sils surrounded by iron oxide from
pyrite - Requienia. Tylostoma. Has
a little sand . . 2 0
41. Similar to No. 42 except grayer.
Requienia. Caprina 1 0
40. Gray nodular limestone that weath-
ers white; sometimes separated from
Ho. 41 by narrow band of Requienias
and other fossils. When this is not
present the two beds are continuous . 2 0
39 • Gray nodular limestone that becomes
laminated in lower one foot. Weath-
ers chalky, but is somewhat harder
than previous strata. Contains
Requienias and Caprinas abundantly
in top six inches 2 9
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Ft. In
38 Light gray limestone with scattered
crystals of calcite. Hard, forming
wide table. Has some brown speckß
and incipient bedding planes, unfoE-
siliferouB. This stratum is nicely
ripple-marked and contains wood frag-
ments 2 3
37. Laminated gray shale, either in one-
half inch layers or thinner. Soaked
with water and covered with mosß.
No fossilß 6
36. Thin layer of gray lithographic lime-e-
stone, unfofssiliferous. Either one
2-inch band or two 1-inch bande. ... 2
35* Hard, gray, crystalline limestone,
with scattered crystals of calcite.
Foraminifers fairly plentiful 7
34. Gray crystalline limestone, upper part
weathering nodular, lower half more
consolidated and weathering into
shaly layers. Fragments of calci-
tized fossils present in upper. Fos-
sils abundant one foot from bottom,
also foraminifers 3 9
33* Hard gray limestone, upper few inches
sandy, next few inches darker, with
foraminifers abundant. Then another
succession of rock similar to upper
part. Forms falls in Creek 9
North Side of Creek.
32. Similar to No. 33 except white (prob-
ably due to lack of water), forami-
niferal 8
31. Fairly massive gray limestone, with
some sand, and incipient bedding
planes. Porous and buff-colored at
bottom but grading into harder and
purer limestone at top. Haß been
quarried a little. No fossils noted . 2 9
30. Massive, white, chalky limestone,
very porous 1 9
29. White to cream-colored and buff lime-
Btone. Has laminated appearance.
Foraminifera abaundant and small cal-
citized fossils in middle portion. . . 1 0
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it. in
28. Soft tout massive, porous, gray lime-
stone, unfossiliferous. There is one
inch, of thin limestone between Nos.
28 and 29 - character indeterminable . 3 0
Hos. 28 to 33 were described from ex-
posure in old quarry east of the
bridges. JTo. 28 is two inches thinner
in new quarry above I. & G. N. By. bridge.
South Side.
27* Massive, porous, white to gray lime-
stone. Black flint horizon 14 inches
from top becomes present about 1500
ft. upstream from railroad bridge.
Top of ledge is ripple-marked, the
ridges running east and west and being
about 15 inches apart. l£ain ledge of
Round Rock quarry 3 6
Thickens upstream from quarry 6
26. Light colored, porous, rather hardi t l r , r s,
limestone, that would be white except
for light brown stain. Foraminifera
are abundant . . . 1 9
25• Very hard, dense, crystalline lime-
stone; a few pores which are some-
times filled with oalcite. Lower
four inches more flaggy, weathers
nodular; portions are more compact . . 11
24. White to light gray limestone with
some specks and stains; some calcite
crystals, being replacement of fos-
sils. Under a lens exhibits the
structure of hard clay with small
pores 8
23« Hard, light gray and light brown lime-
stone. Upper six inches light brown,
very porous, and containing an abund-
ance of foraminifers and a few frag-
ments of fossils, also a little cal-
cite. 'i'he lower part is chalky and
yellowish gray to white in color. Two
zones of black flint, one 1 feet from
bottom and one 2 feet from top. ... 4 0
22. Same as So. 23 1 5
21. Limestone similar to Hos. 22 and 23
but more earthy. Layer eighteen in-
dies from bottom is finely nodular
inside. Calcite is plentiful and a
few remnants of fossils were noted • . 3 5
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Ft. In
20. Dark gray to brown argillaceous lime-
stone, fine-grained and hard. A few
small pores and a little calcite.
Slightly arenaceous and may have a
few fossils. Weathers shaly to lami-
nated 1 4
19* Very coarsely crystalline limestone
with calcite. Angular fragments of
black flint in places. Further up the
Creek along a large eddy it contains
much nodular black flint 5
North Side.
18. Pinkish gray to light brown crystalline
limestone, very hard and containing a
little calcite and a few fragments of
fossils. Lower few inches impure,
containing light brown sand 1 0
17« Hard, white to light gray, foraminifer-i inifer-
al limestone. Contains calcite and
fossil fragments. Lower eight inches
much browner and has fewer foramini-
fers 3 0
16. Massive, white to light gray, chalkyi , li t r y, l
limestone. Shows "clay structure"
under lens, and also a few small
holes. No foraminifera or foßsils
noted. Fairly hard, forming a ledge. 3 8
15. Very coarsely crystalline calcite
bed. Upper part has a great deal
of light brown clayey impurities.
Lower 8 inches has some limestone
and larger crystals of calcite. ... 3 2
14. Hard, massive, light gray to cream-
colored, foraminiferal limestone.
Has some calcite and a few fossil
fragments. Black nodular flint oc-
curs 6 inches from top in places. . . 5 0
13- Dark gray chert (almost flint). Out-
side weathers slightly reddish.
Forms caves 1 6
12. Fairly soft, gray, argillaceous lime-
stone, with a few small pores. Shows
"clay structure" under a lens. Bed
goes down to large nodular gray and
dark-colored flint, size of a man's
head or larger 5 0
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Ft. In
South Side of Creek - Above Ford.
11. Alternating beds of hard, dense, gray,
crystalline limestone and softer ar-
gillaceous and fine sandy limestone.
Beds are from six to eighteen inches
in thickness. In places this series
weathers massive, greatly honey-
combed, or with nodular projections
and thinner beds. Some calcite and
pores are present. No fossils noted .15 &
10. Calcite layer, upper half coarsely
crystalline; lower half finer; towards
bottom calcite is mixed with limestone 1 0
9. Fine-grained or clayey, porous, spot-
ted light and dark gray limestone.
In places it divides into three or
four thinner beds 3 8
8. Thin beds (4 to 6 in.) of hard, yel-
lowish gray, somewhat clayey lime-
stone. Generally weathers between
a nodular and shaly nature, but of-
ten with nodular projections resemb-
ling flint nodules. Solution cavi-
ties numerous. No fossils noted. . . 2 8
North Side.
7* Alternating ledges similar to No. 11.
Gray nodular flints between ledges;
a particular heavy bed occurs about
5 feet from bottom 11 6
6. Three alternating beds similar tolt r ti s i il r t
the next above. Measured to top of
large nodular gray to black flints. . 4 1
5. Four beds of fairly soft, dense, gray,
and yellowish gray limestone, very
finely crystalline. Three or four
inches of gray nodular flints at top. 5 H
4. Same as No. 5 but with bluish gray
and somewhat resinous flint 1 0
3« Gray porous limestone with calcitized
remnants of fossils and cavities,
probably due to solution. Some cav-
ities are filled with coarse calcite.
"Hackly" large bluish gray flints at
bottom ..... 2 6
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Ft. In
2- Upper and lower parts resembling Nos.
3 to 5» *>ut are harder and more crys
talline. Middle portion is light
brown with many Btreaks of varied
colored (brown and blue principally)
chert or flint. Also some large nod
ular flint. A few fragments of in-
determinable silicified fossils are
present 3 0
South Side.
1. Mediumly hard, massive, gray lime-
stone, some weathering flaky, some-
what spotted or blotched light and
dark gray. At top is about one foot
of gray to black flint . Another her
izon of smaller nodules 4 feet above
this 11 9
Comanche Peak limestone
1. Massive light gray limestone, soaked
with water and possibly white when
dry. Is somewhat chalky, and weath-
ers in flakes with nodular tendency.
One bed 7k feet, one feet, and
one feet thick. . V
The bottom of this series is six feet
abo ve a small outcrop in the bed of
Brushy Creek, consisting of nodular,
very hard, dense, almost lithographic
limestone. This point is approxi-
mately 1000 feet downstream from
outcrop of typical Comanche Peak
limestone, about 3 feet higher ver-
tically.
Total 125 9
15 6
The Edwards limestone is usually well-bedded,
white and light gray in color, very pure, rather hard,
often honeycombed, and contains numerous flint nodules.
Departures from these characteristics are prevalent,
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however, as yellow and brown beds, sandy layers, soft
beds, and massive layers occur at various places. The
Edwards oc curs adjacent to the Balcones fault line, caps
the hills in the Cedar Park-Austin area, and forms the
principal formation on the Edwards Plateau to the west.
Its nature is changed to a small degree near the fault
scarp. The upper and lower few feet are rather fossilif-
erous, but the great bulk of the middle portion is almost
devoid of shell remains. The fauna is characterized by
Caprinas, Monopleuras, Requienias, and Rad^olites.
This formation exhibits a peculiar feature in
the Cedar Park vicinity, in that apparently fifty
feet above the base there is a recurrence of the Conanche
Peak phase. At the top of the divide south of Cedar Park
there are twenty or thfrrty feet of strata composed of
white nodular limestone, almost identical lithologically,
though somewhat harder and more crystalline, with the
typical Comanche Peak. The following more or less typi-
cal Comanche Peak forms have been noted: Bxogyra texana.
Tylostoma pedernales. Diplopodia texana, Gryphaea marcoui.
anfi Cardium texanum. This feature has not been noted
elsewhere, nor does it seem to be mentioned in any litera-
ture on the formation. At first this outcrop caused the
writer and others who viewed it to believe that no Edwards
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limestone existed in this locality. However, more de-
tailed field work revealed the Caprinas and Requienias
of the basal Edwards at various places on either side of
the divide and strati graphically lovrer than the beds
in question.
Another peculiar feature of the Edwards lime-
stone in the immediate vicinity of Cedar Parle is the al-
most complete absence of flint . Deprite the fact that
the area was studied thoroughly, no flint was faund in
place, nor were residual nodules seen on the ground any-
where in the area shown on the Cedar Park map. Immediate
ly to the east of the area the flint ie abundant, however
Directly above a small spring in Walnut Hollow there are
five or six mounds, evidently Indian graves, around which
flint chips are plentiful, but these undoubtedly have
been carried there by the Indians.
Throughout the Cedar Park quarfies there occur
imprints of an undescribed species of Trigonie which has
not been found outside of this area.
Cedar Park District. At the inception of this
work it was our intention to deal with the building stone
possibilities of the Edwards limestone only, particularly
in the vicinity of Cedar Park. Although the work was ex-
parried somewhat, more attention was given to the Edwards
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limestone and to the Cedar Park quarrleß than to other
formations and localities. However, it is "believed that
the data given for all quarries is accurate and as com-
prehensive as the prospects justified.
Plate 111 ( in envelope) shows the area mapped
topographically -in the vicinity of Cedar Park. The area
actually surveyed was somewhat larger than is shown,
but the map embraces the four quarries and all other
necessary detail.
The first prospecting of any kind in the vicin-
ity of Cedar Park (or what was then known as Brueggerhoff),
occurred about 1880 under the direction of a certain Mr.
Tilkie, of Chicago, for the Capitol Building Commission.
Mr. Emmett Cluck, the present postmaster at Cedar Park and
owner of one of the quarries, guided the party over the
country. There are now four quarries in this District, as
follows: (1) Old Capitol quarry, (2) Allen quarry, (3)
Cluck and Richards quarry, and (4) the E. Cluck and Brother
quarry.
The Old Capitol quarry was the first one actually
opened, the contractors for.the Capitol installing channel-
ers and crushing machines, and constructing a two-story
hotel at Cedar Park for their workmen. Later the Building
Commission decided to use the Oatmanville stone, and as a
result none of the stone quarried was shipped and the ma-
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chinery and hotel were moved from their sites. The Old
Capitol quarry stone is coarser in grain and IeBS uni-
form in color than the rock in the other Cedar Park quar-
ries .
The next attempt to open a stone quarry was by
a certain Mr. Deck on the land belonging to Mr. G. T. Al-
len, now living at Leander, Texas. Only a few blocks
were shot out, however, and a Mr. Ferguson, of McNeil,
and Mr. Byrne, cf Austin, took over the proposition. They
installed circular saws, but only a very few carloads were
shipped by them. Mr. Allen then operated the quarry him-
self intermittently for a number of yearß. During the
greater part of this time he or some of his family di-
rected the operations, but/occasionally it was leased to
outside parties. Several openings have been made, aver-
aging about one hundred feet square and seven feet deep.
The work was done chiefly with channeling machines, burn-
ing wood as fuel, and was hauled to the loading switch at
Whitestone, a distance of one and six-tenths miles. This
quarry was operated for a short time during the spring of
1922. The Allen stone occurs about thirty feet above the
base of the Edwards limestone, and is a white to cream-
colored, finely crystalline limestone. Certain portions
of i> contain fossils, many of which have been dissolved
out, leaving the cavities to impair the strength and value
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of the Btone. Other portions contain numerous snail pores
which ruin the stone as building material, and there are a
few "bones" scattered throughout the quarry. A good per-
centage of the stone is of very fine grade, but the amount
of waste is somewhat larger than is the case at the next
Fig. 6.- Allen quarry, Cedar Park.
two quarries to be discussed. The depth of the limestone
that can be utilized is uncertain, but it is generally be-
lieved to be approximately twenty feet. There is still a
large amount of serviceable stone to be extracted at this
location. Figures 6 and 7 were taken a few days after
heavy rains that filled the quarry to a depth of four feet
but they show the nature of the opening and'operatiens.
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Fig. 7.- Allen quarry, Cedar Park.
The Cluck and Richards quarry was openec by Mr.
Emmett Cluck and Mr. B. C. Richards, of Kerrville, Texas,
in 1903 on land leased from Mr. W. M. Douglas for a period
of twenty years. The property is now owned by Mr. John
Shane, and has not been operated for more than ten years.
A considerable quantity of pt.one was shipped to various
parts of the.State, prireipally for use as sills, lintels,
trim, and email jobs generally. The largest niggle con-
tract was for the postoffice building at Gainesville,
Texas, in 1904-. The stone is very similar to that of tr.e
Allen quarry, but it is of somewhat better grade, in the
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opinion of the writer, being more uniform in texture as a
whole said containing fewer fossils. It is estimated that
this quarry and the E . Cluck & Brother quarry are about
seven feet above the Allen quarry stratigraphically, but
it is almost impossible to make a definite statement of
this kind, as the country is bo thickly wooded and the
outcrops of such a nature that the dip of the rock and
the identification of individual strata is very difficult
to determine. Such a difference in stratigraphic position
might account for the variance > in the grade of the stone.
There is a small cave in one corner of the Cluck ft Rich-
ards quarry which serves as drainage during all but the
heaviest rains. The quarry is one and three-fourths mil«s
from the railroad station, and the haul has to be made
over poor roads that become impassable in bad weather.
Figure 8 shows a portion of the Cluck & Richards quarry,
and Figure 9 showß some of the poorer stone.
The newest quarry in the Cedar Park District
was opened by llr. Emmett Cluck and his brother C. A. Cluck,
on land belonging to their father, in September 1908, but
the first shipment of stone was not made until May of the
following year. The quarry is located about one and three-
miles West of the village, necessitating a haul
over a very bad road that also becomes impassable in rainy
weather. This one factor probably has done more to damage
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Ji'ig. 8.- Cluck & Richards quarry, Cedar Parle.
Fig, 3«- Cluck & Richards quarry, Cedar "ark.
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the reputation of the atone and the industry in general
than any other item, as toad weather forced all of the
quarry operators either to cease work entirely or to ship
poor stone. The latter alternative was selected frequent-
ly, thus lowering the grade of the stone in the estimation
of architects and contractors. The description of the
stone produced at the other quarries will suffice for th«
E. Cluck & Brother quarry, with the additional statement
that the quality of stone is at least as good and proba-
bly better as a whole than that of the older quarries.
The largest single contract filled by this quarry was the
new Postoffice at Austin (Figure 10). This is practical-
ly the only building of even ordinary size in the city
that was constructed from stone coming from one quarry
alone, and it is also one of the very few that was prop-
erly erected. As far as can be seen there are no cracks
in this structure, ten years after its completion. The
Library at the University of Texas is the second building
of any size using cut stone in Austin, but all three
quarries Cedar Park furnished stone for its erection.
The beauty of this tuilding is illustrated in Figure 11.
The Library was constructed in 1910, and numerous cracks
in its walls are to be seen already. The stonesetting was
vary poorly done, however, and it is not believed that tlx®
failure of the stone was due to any weakness in the stone
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itself, even though part of the material used was of poor
grade due to weather conditions. In the first place the
stone was sawed with cross-cut saw? "by negro laborers,
part of the time at night, on the University camous. As
a result the finished stone was nrobably not as true as
it should have "been. Secondly, the stonesetters placed
entirely too small an amount of mortar between the blocks
According to witnesses, a good proportion of the mortar
was forced between the blocks after they had been put in
place, and as a result at the present time there is no
mortar between the individual ston-s in a number of cases
and at other points it is no thicker than a knife blade.
Third, the stone was cut in very thin slabs - about four
to six inches - and no care was taken to place it in prop
er position with reference to the bedding planes or grain
of the stone. The writer wes infor-ned by two people that
some of the cracks in the Library occurred before the
building was finished. While the crushing strength of
the stone is not high (see Tables 11, 111 and IV), it
should be sufficient for any ordinary use when properly
set. Cedar Park limes',one alro was used in Austin in the
*
University Lew and V/o;nan's Euildings, the new City Hos-
pital, Seton Infirmary (in part), and a number of the
churches. Mr. Cluck has shipped stone fro." Cedar Park to
almost evtry city of any size in the State of Texas, as
Table 11.
■RESULTS OF TESTS OF TEXAS BUILDING STONES^
From
United States Geological Survey Bulletin Kumber 430.
Compressive strength Percenti
age :
of :
Absorp-:
tion t
Dimensions
Crushing
Strength
per
: square
: inch.
Weight
per
Cubic
Foot.
: Specific:
: Gravity'
Area of
cross
secti on
Pressure at
which it
cracked and
spalled.
Pressure
at which
i t
crushed.
Location
Height Cross section*
Austin (court-house stone)
Duval, Gault Quarry
3 miles from Austin, Hancock quarry
Austin, Loomis & Christian quarry
Cedar Park
Bound Rock
Lueders, Jones County
Nos• 1 to 4 were tested by Col« D» W. Flagler at Rock Island Arsenal, October, 1881, and the data published in the report of the
Texas Capitol Building Commissioners, lBBj. Nob. 14 to 17 were tested at the engineering department, University of Texas, and the
data published by Dr. W. B. Phillips, of the University of Texas, in the Mining World, June 24, 1905.
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Table Hi.
SPECIAL TEST 0? LIMESTONE.
THESIS ￿ G. G« WICKLIiftE - 3.904.
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Cedar Park Cluck & Richards
University of Texas Library.
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Table TV.
RESULTS OF TESTS OF LIMESTONE
from
B. CLUCK & BROTHER QUARRY - CEDAR PARK
No. Area of - Original : Time to : Total : « . .No, > Dimensions of Cube. : ; ; Crush, : Crushing : C™s*ung
; * Surface, t Load. :Minutes« : Strength :
'
: 1 : t Pounds
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Average Crushing Strength - 3.674.3 pounds.
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«
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'
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: L- l • : -^ ￿
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well as a number in Oklahoma and Louisiana. A limited a-
mount was shipped to New York to be used for interior dec-
oration in place of the famous Caen Prance, which
it is said to closely resemble. These orders were given
by Mr. Cass Gilbert, an architect of that city . The stone
lends itself exceptionally well to carving, and its use in
this connection should increase. The E. Cluck & Brother
quarry is pictured in Figures 12 and 13.
Pig. 12.- E. Cluck & Bro. quarry, looking east
The two big problems to be handled at Cedar Park
are transportation and waste. The stone itself is of good
enough grade to be used in the climate of Texas and the
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Southwest, and. the demand for a cheap stone of its char-
acter is sufficient probably to justify the operation of
a modern quarry. There is practically no stripping nec-
essary, and the available supply of stone is very large.
Under the present prices of railroad material, the con-
struction of a spur to any one or all of the quarries is
Fig. 13-.- E. Cluck & Bro . quarry, looking west.
very nearly prohibitive, despite the fact there are no
bad grades or large streams to crosß. However, good road
material is plentiful close at hand in Brushy Creek, and
the construction of a good macadamized road to a quarry
would enable the operator to guarantee quick and continu-
ous shipment to the contractor. The handling of the waste
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materia] is quite an item in the cost of operatir.r in
this locality. Tests '-.are shown that the stone is scarce-
ly fitted for use as a road material except as V-e founda-
tion of roads to te subjected to light traffic only.
Quite possibly e solution of the -roelem mi J!\t "be found
in the construction of a line plant in connection with
the quarry. Tests performed by the Bureau of Eco om Lc
Geology and Technology, Division of Chemistry (Table V),
show that the store is ninety-fire to ninetj-seven per-
cent calcium carbonate. A st-rnpia of the material was
burned in the Austin \Yhite-Lirre plant at McNeil, and war
reported ar- having cade a beaut i ful white lime. One-third
xore heat v.-,t required for the McNeil rock, probably
due to the greater pore city of the Cedar Park stone. In
common with other building etones of Central Texas, the
Cedar Park stone turns black on prolonged exposure where
it catches smoke and dust.
Round Rock District. The largest quarry that
is in operation at the resent time is situated on the
south bank of Brushy Creek in the term of Round Rock,
seventeen miles north of Austin . The excavations extend
from a few hundred feet east of the wagon bridge on the
Georgetown road to a point approximately one-half mile
upstream. It war first opened east of the wagon bridge
Table V.
chemical composition of various limestones in the cedar park vicinity.
Location
Sampled at Dry Creek Quarry, N. W. of Austin
Old Johnson Quarry at Deep Eddy, on ColoradoRiver, near Austin
Sample from Barton Creek, 1 mile above Barton
Springs
From Old Taylor Quarry at lime kiln, near end
of I, 3c G, N. Ry. tracks, Austin Dam
6 miles west of Austin, from Marshall Quarry
on Marshall goat ranch
Old Walsh Quarry, near Austin Dam on I. 5c G. N.
Ry. tracks
From Dry Creek (Walker) Quarry, near Austin
Sample from Austin White Lime Company, McNeil
On property of J. A. Patton, about 9 miles
S. W. of Austin, West of Fredericksburg
road, near Oak Hill, and about 5 miles
West of I» 3c G. N. Ry»
First creek north of Sural Section House on
I. 3c G. N» Ry. at crossing of wagon road
and railroad, about 12 miles N. W« of Austin
Marked "Cedar Park, Williamson County, R. B.
George & CO."
Marked "Round Rock White Lime Co., Round Rock,
Texas
Marked "Cedar Park, Williamson Co.*
From E. Cluck, Cedar Park
Sample from Cedar Park
On land of B. A. Richards, Round Rock, on
I, 3c G. N. Ry. road to Georgetown
Along Jake, Brushy Creek, about 200 yds. above
I. 3c G. No Ry* bridge
About 1/4 mile from Round Rook and Georgetown
spur, I. 3c G. N. Ry., from land of B. C.
Ri chards
"*■ Taken from University of Texas Bulletin No. 1814 - Chemical Analyses of Texas Rocks and Minerals, by E«, P. Schoch.
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at least as early as the *70's, as it wee considered
strongly e*~material for the Capitol. The quarry ie nov
owned by Mr. B. C. Richards, of Kerrrille, Texas, and ie
being worked about one-fourth mile above the Internation-
al end Oreat Forthern Railway bridge (Georgetown branch),
figure 14 shows the equipment of thie quarry at present.
Wg. 14.. Plejrit of Round Rock quarry.
The ledge that ie being utilised principally at the pree-
ent time ie forty-two inches thick, and lies twenty-three
feet below the top of the Mwards limestone. The stone is
a light grey to oream-colored, somewhat porous, limestone,
but ie. marred by a flint horizon fourteen inches from the
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top and oft6n another about the same distance from the
bottom. (Note Figures 15 and 16). A channeler is used
in quarrying the stone, which is then split with plug and
feathers and cut into mill blocks with a gang saw. These
blocks are hauled on wagons to the International and
Great Northern tracks a few hundred yards distsnt, where
they are loaded for shipment to various parts of the
State for use as window sills and trim. The Round Rock
stone may be seen in the Customs House at Laredo (except
for the columns, which Cedar Park), buildings at
fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, the courthouse at Waxahach-
ie, Texas, and a number of buildings in the city of Austin
The Richards quarry is very conveniently located in regard
to transportation, water, and markets, and the stripping,
though near the limit, is not excessive. The presence of
the flint, however, prevents a fair grade of building
stone from furnishing large blocks or column material.
McNeil District. The Austin White Lime Compa-
my maintains a plant at McNeil, the junction of the Llano
Branch of the Houston and Texas Central Railroad and the
main line of the International and Great Northern Rail-
way. A small quarry, formerly known as Bheehan's lay
Just north of the station, but all signs of it have been
obliterated by the later excavations. Very little stone
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Jfig. 15•- Round Rock quarry.
Fig. 16.- Round Rock quarry.
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waß taken out, and the present Company's operations ha-oe
included only the manufacture of lime and furnishing "bal-
last and rip-rap to the International and Great Northern
Railway.
At Mile Post 18, one and one-half mileß north
west of McNeil, on the Houston and Texaß Central Railroad,
there formerly existed a switch called Cummins which led
to a quarry on land belonging at the present time to Mrs.
Mary M. Bell, of Austin. The rock outcrop is only six
hundred feet from the track, and covers approximately
twenty acres. The southeast face has "been quarried in
irregular openings for several hundred feet. The exceva-
tions are partly filled up and "brush almost obliterates
the quarry, but the rock has a thickness of at least three
feet. It closely resembles the Cedar Park stone and has
the same ringing sound when struck with a hammer. No fos-
sils could be found in it, and determination of its posi-
tion in the Edwards limestone could be made only with
great difficulty. None of the several old quarrymen in-
terviewed by the writer knew where any of the stone had
been used, though several hundred carloads had been shipped
The convenient location of the quarry, together with the
good quality of atone, would recommend it as a prospect
One ca-»e and several Bmaller solution channels occur in
the stons.
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Duval District. There ere four or more quar-
ries in the immediate vicinity of the station of Duval,
ten miles North of Austin, on the International and Grea*
Northern Railway. One opening was Tiade in the eaet t
of Sprir.f French just fcto ve the section house. Only a
lir.ited amount was quarried, and none of it was used
commercially, "i'here is one five foot ledge here that is
rr.essive throughout nest c-f the exposure, and several
other teds one or two feet thick. Some of the stone is
coarsely crystalline, and setae portions seem to lie rather
siliceous. The coiunercial value of the stone is~very
doubtful.
A second quarry is located on the wes 1 sic'e of
the tracks along the passing switch, and is known as the
Old Railroad quarry. It covers an area aprroxi-.v.tely one
hundred by one hundred and fifty feet, and has been exoc-
veted to a depth of four to ten feet. The stone ir high-
ly fesriliferous and very eo&rse-grained, and lies nearly
twenty-fire feet above the Spring Branch quarry. It vas
used solely for railroad bridge piers and ballast.
The best prospect in the Duval District is sit-
uated approximately one rr. le northeast of the section
house, on the south t>ide of a small drew, and is also
known as the Sheehan quarry. There are he If a dozen or
no re holes from which stone was extracteo, but most of
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them are small and very little rock was shipped. The
ledge worked is not continuously massive, ranging from
one to four feet in thickness. The stone is a white,
finely crystalline limestone, "but the grade of the stone
is damaged by the water which drains through the draw
that traverses the quarries. However, the stone stands
high in the estimation of old quarrymen, and the quarry
is within a few hundred yards of the railroad. The under
brush is very thick, and a more thorough investigation
would have to "be given the locality before it is opened
again.
About two miles northwest of Duval and one-
fourth mile west of the railroad there occurs a small
opening on the Salem Hancock Survey. As near as could
he ascertained, this quarry was operated "by a certain
llr. Gault for a short period, and later "by a Hr. Fergu-
*
son, and it has been known by each of these names. The
rock is a white limestone, free of most impurities and
fossils. However, it is rather badly cut hy dries and
bedding planes. A circular saw was used in extracting
the rock from the opening, which is about fifty feet
square and ten feet deep.
It is quite possible that a careful investiga-
tion in this District would reveal a building stone of
sufficient quality to justify working. The old quarries
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prove thai a fair grade of Btcne is present, the crushing
strength of which is higher than the average Texas rtone.
A few cores taker, out at various points would be well
worth while. The lczaticn is very convenient, and only a
limited amount of stripping would probably be required.
Austin District. At least seven old quarries
are to be found in the immediate vicinity of the city of
Austin. The oldest one was what was known as Behnke's
quarry, located only a few hundred feet below the Austin
Dam, on the north bank of the Colorado River. It was
opened in lC59> an d was operated by Behnke, using slaves
to handle the stone. The quarry is several hundred feet
long, twenty to fifty feet wide, and as much as twenty
feet deep. The stratum that was utilized principally con-
sists of about three feet of very hard white limestone,
probably somewhat siliceous in composition, containing a
bleck flint horizon a few inches from the top. At one
time this quarry boasted of a saw mill, but all machinery
and build Ir.gs have been moved elsewhere many years since.
The Behnke quarry supplied most of the stone for the old
Postoffice or Federal Building, in Austin, {Figure 17)
but this Building also contains stone from several quar-
ries. The land on which this quarry is located is part
of the tract given to the University of Texas by the late
Col. George W. Braekenridge.
Fig.
I?.-
Federal
Building,
Austin.
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There are two openings one-fourth mile northeast
of the Austin Dam, one of which was known as the Walsh
quarry and the other as the Taylor quarry. It is under-
stood th&t the rock quarried was ÜBed solely for the manu-
facture of lime, and none of the stone exposed is suitable
for a "building stone.
Fig. 18 Johnsor. quarry, Deep Eddy
Just above the Deep Eddy bathing pool, and one
block south of the Dam Boulevard, is located the old John-
son quarry. (Figure 18) . Both this quarry and the Behnke
quarry are very nearly at the top of the Edwards limestone
the Johnson quarry using what is known as the "Austin mar-
ble" in part. Three or four beds, varying from eighteen
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to twenty-four inches in thickness, and consisting of
very hard, white, fossiliferous limestone, were worked
at this locality. The stone was used in various rough
stone jots in Austin, particularly small stores and res-
idences. The stone in the Johnson quarry, as well as
all others in the Austin District lying within the dis-
turbed area along the Balcones fault line, has been
hardened somewhat by the movement. Stone is very seldom
quarried at this opening.
The Loomis & Christian quarry is located in the
small stream (known both as Glenn's Creek and Johnßon
Branch) immediately west of the International and Great
northern Railway at the West Sixth Street crossing. The
bed quarried is what is known as the "Austin marble", and
occurs at the top of the Edwards limestone. The stone is
three feet thick and consists principally of calcitized
fossils, and although not a true marble takes a good pol-
ish and makes a rather unusual but beautiful ornamental
stone. The basement floor of the Federal Building, Aus-
tin, was constructed from this rock, as also were the
front steps of the Main Building and Chemistry Building
at the University of Texas. These steps have stood the
abrasive action to which they have been subjected very
well indeed. The Austin marble is not an exceptionally
satisfactory building stone, as it is exceedingly hard to
work, but its use as an ornamental stone might be increased.
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A short distance below this quarry a quantity
of stone was blasted out by a certain Mr. Glenn to be
burned for lime in the old kiln situated at the point
where the Dam Boulevard, crosses the Creek.
Near the top of the bluff above Cold Spring,
Deep Eddy, a limited amount of stone was quarried by a
ilr. Swancote for use in the construction of the old Col-
orado River wagon bridge at the foot of Congress Avenue.
The remains of these piers may be seen at the present
time at the south end of the new bridge. The abundant
black nodular flint in the stone and the inaccessible
lociticn would prevent the quarry from competing with
other stones of the vicinity.
A limited quantity of stone was quarried in the
small creek between the Swanccte quarry a.n.o the Bee Cave
road, at the point shown on the map (Plate I, Number l).
The formation is very thinly bedded at this point, and
the stcne is of very little economic value.
The Edwards limestone has been worked at v&rious
points on Barton Creek, but very little of the rock taken
out was used as building material. Ledges similar to
those in the other Austin quarries may be found for some
distance up the Creek from the springs, but it is doubtful
if the site for a modern quarry exists in this vicinity.
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As far as the field work performed has revealed,
the Edwards limestone in the Austin District does not fur-
nish the massive "beds found in the vicinity of Cedar Park.
This is thought to be due to the fact that there are stra-
ta between the basal portion as exposed on the hills and
the upper portion as exposed in the River bluffs that have
not yet been found. The writer is inclined to the opinion,
however, that the equivalence of the Cedar Park stone might
be found at the top of the small plateau between the Bal-
cones fault line and the Bull Creek valley, The Trigonia
that is common in the Cedar Park stone has not been seen
in the vicinity of Austin, however, and it is entirely
possible that the conditions that produced the Cedar Park
stone were local and that Bimilar atone does not occur
elsewhere.
Georgetown Limestone.
This formation generally consists of impure,
white, nodular limestones, but contains some marly clays.
At the base of the formation on Barton Creek there are
twenty-seven feet of massive limestone, gray in color,
and much harder than the typical condition for the forma-
tion. These strata do not occur in the formation at
Round Rock (nearer itß type locality), and it iB quite
possible that they should be included in the Edwards
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limestone. As far as known the Georgetown limestone has
supplied no building stone in this section of the State,
and is entirely unfit for such use, except the beds just
described, which might be used for rough work. Rock from
this formation is burned for lime at the Round Rock White
Lime Company kilns, and it was also used formerly for the
same purpose in the old kilns West of the city of Austin.
Del Rio Clay.
The eighty to one hundred feet of green and blue
clays overlying the Georgetown limestone contain no pros
pecti-ve building material.
Buda Limestone.
This formation is only about forty-five feet
thick in the Cedar Park-Austin area, and it has never been
quarried for building stone. The limestone is hard, noti-
ular, white and yellow in color, with peculiar pink blotch
es. It is unsuited for use in the construction of build-
ings .
Eagle Ford Shale.
Approximately fifty feet of bituminous clays,
yellow shales, and impure yellow limestone flags follow
the Buda limestone. None of the limestone strata are over
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six inches in thickness, and are, therefore, of tto value
as dimension stone. These flags have been extracted at
numerous points in the outcrop of the formation In Shoal
and -Bouldin Creeks to be used as curbing and Bidewalk ma-
terial. They have served fairly well in this capacity,
but concrete is solely used today for such work.
Austin Chalk.
The Austin chalk consists of from four to fi "ve
hundred feet of white chalky limestone, with occasional
blue blotches and frequent stains of yellow from the oxi-
dation of pyrite and marcasite concretions. The major
part of the formation is irregularly cut by jointing and
is not sufficiently indurated to be quarried for building
stone. There are, however, two localities at which it has
been worked. The first of these is situated on Bouldin
Creek in South Austin, adjacent to the International and
Great Northern Railway, and is known as the Dawson quarry.
Stratigraphically, it is less than ten feet above the
Eagle Ford formation. The stone is chalky and cut by
small joints in such a manner as to prevent blocks of any
large eize being quarried. There are a numbe96f small
residences in South and West Austin that were constructed
of stone from tbis quarry, but the quality of the stone
is lower than that of any other quarry inspected.
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The second locality lies on the north bank of
Onicn Creek, one mile east of McKinney Falls, and Juet
north of Pilot Knob. There are two openings, the west
one called the Booth quarry and the east the St. John
quarry. The first named is very small, but the St . John
quarry was worked for two or three hundred yards, back
twenty to fifty feet, and as deep as ten feet. The main
ledge utilized is generally as much as four feet thick,
but it occasionally thins somewhat> The stone is a true
limestone instead of chalk, rather hard, and appears to
be made up of foraminifera, though it has been slightly
metamorphosed. The change in the nature of the material
may be accounted for by its close proximity to the igne-
ous body of Pilot Knob. The supply of the stone is very
great, both horizontally and vertically, and stripping
would be small as s rule.. However, the location is seven
or eight miles from the city of Austin, and the stone is
not as easily worked as competitive stones. Rock from
these quarries was used in nart in the construction of
Saint Edwards College, Central Christian Church, Setcn
Infirmary, and in farmhouses in close proximity to the
quarri es.
Taylor Marl.
Hill estimated the thickness of these blue and
green marls and clays to be five hundred and forty feet.
They contain no building stone whatever.
Webberville Formation.
This formation gradeß into the Taylor marl, "but
is distinguished from it by its glauconite content and
darker color where weathered, as well as by paleontologi-
cal differences. The exact thickness of the strata is
not known, but they contain no building stone resources.
CHAPTER IV.
CONCLUSION
The number of old quarries that existed in the
Cedar Park-Austiij, vicinity is rather large, but only two
of them are in actual operation at the present time, with
a few others being worked occasionally. Most of these
quarries were opened between 1869 and 1890 and were worked
for a short time only. Upon securing a contract, a quar-
ryman would blast out an opening, remove a few blocks or
a sufficient number to complete the building, and then
more to a new location.- A new opening would be made when
the next contract was secured, and in this way the area
is spotted with the remnants of old quarries. Possibly
a few years later another contractor would reopen one of
the old quarries, and this practise has continued even
to the present time.
Plate J.y is a drawing of a simple and inex-
pensive core drill designed by Mr. Charles Woolery, of
.Bloomington, Indiana, and successfully used in the Bedford
.Bloomington District. The use of a similar device in se-
curing a series of cores around the old quarries, or even
at new localities, would be invaluable in ascertaining
the nature and extent of the stone that could be removed.
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There is an enormous amount of low-grade build-
ing stone in the area under discussion, the larger part
of it either being poorly located or involving a great
amount of stripping. However, there are several points
where a good grade of cheap stone might be developed and
successfully used in buildings throughout the State. The
crushing strength of most of the stones is lower than the
best stones sold in the United States today, but the best
e
quarries can furnish rock with aB high a crushing strength
as the Caen stone of France, which iB high enough for most
uses to which they might be put. Practically all of the
Cedar Park-Austin product blackens on prolonged weather-
ing, particularly on ledges and cornices that catch the
dust and smoke, staining the building when wet by rain.
This is true, however, of any light colored building
stone, and the three cut stone jobs in Austin (Postoffice,
Library and Federal Building) have not darkened materially
except where_the dust is caught. The better stones have
stood the test of time as far as general durability is
concerned yxeept where improperly set. Most of them,
especially the Cedar Park etone, hardens after being
placed In the buildings and being exposed to the atmos-
phere.
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Considering the great amount of construction
taking place in the Southwest, there should be a good
demand for stone of the grade to be found in this area,
particularly for use in schools, courthouses, churches,
residences;, trim in the larger buildings, and interior
decoration. Very little cut stone work has been done in
Austin, a majority of the larger buildings being rough
stone jobs, particularly in the churches. Figure 19
illustrates the type of bungalow that could be constructed
A first-class quarry, well located, supplying the better
grade of stone without interruption could be established
and should have no difficulty in finding a market for its
product.
Fig. 19.- Henry Johnson residence, Dam Boulevard.
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